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Introduction

Iowa’s bowstring arch bridges represent a legacy of the early history of the state. These bridges today are considered historically significant resources because of the role that they played in early transportation systems of Iowa. Their graceful forms provide a reminder of the economy and elegance of bridge technology in the late 19th century.

Some counties in Iowa have taken steps to preserve the last remaining structures for future generations to study and appreciate. While at one time there were hundreds of these bridges in Iowa, only 20 now remain, extending across the state from the Mississippi to the Missouri Rivers. These bridges are located in eight counties: Allamakee, Bremer, Crawford, Dubuque, Jones, Montgomery, Poweshiek, and Winneshiek.

To preserve the history of these bridges, the Iowa Department of Transportation, in conjunction with the Federal Highway Administration, the State Historic Preservation Office of Iowa, and the eight counties with remaining bridges authorized publication of this booklet. This publication was written to record the history of the bridges and relate the stories of those who built them. All of the bridges will undoubtedly be replaced in future years. Even if the bridges were completely refurbished, the inherent weight limits of their original design means that they could carry only a fraction of modern-day traffic.

Many state and county officials, in cooperation with local preservationists and county historical societies, are working toward preserving these last few historic bridges. This booklet is intended to document the final vestiges of these once common forms.

Horse drawn carriage over unknown Jones County bowstring arch bridge (possibly the Buffalo River Bridge), circa 1900. Photographer and date unknown. Photograph from the personal archives of Bertha Finn.

A view over the Buffalo River in Anamosa. Photographer and date unknown. Photograph from the personal archives of Bertha Finn.
Iowa in the 1870s

When John H. Gear was established in office as Iowa's 11th governor on January 17, 1879, he faced several major problems. On the one hand, a huge influx of immigrants into the state had caused the population to swell by almost a million people in only 20 years.\(^1\) On the other hand, much of the country was still feeling the effects of the "Panic of 1873," as it came to be called. This economic slowdown left a legacy of high unemployment and low wages. For an agricultural state like Iowa, it caused prices that farmers received for livestock, grain, and produce to fall to record lows.\(^2\)

There was little Governor Gear could do directly to alleviate the plight of the farmers, but he realized he could improve the transportation network within the state to ease problems with getting goods to market. Perhaps the greatest challenge was Iowa's road system. In a letter to the state legislature, Gear strongly criticized the deplorable state of Iowa's roads and the laws that inadequately delegated responsibility for maintaining them:

> The condition of the roads is such at times as almost to forbid travel, and thus bring nearly to a standstill the large amount of business transacted upon the highways. This subject needs your attention. The present system of working the roads by a heedless and almost aimless army of over ten thousand supervisors is radically unsound. The infinitesimal road districts, with their attendant dissipation of responsibility and utter want of system, along with the practice of paying taxes with what is called labor on the roads, ought to be remorselessly annihilated.\(^3\)

Given that many roads were little more than simple, rutted, dirt trails, there was little Gear or anyone else could do. As William H. Thompson described the situation, "A wagonload of 3,000 pounds was a heavy load. A trip of 10 miles was a long journey, and to travel 20 miles was a full and hard day's work."\(^4\) The overall problem with the roads would prove to be almost intractable until decades later when new paving technologies and new state organizations were created to deal with the predicament. Local officials were well aware of the problem and were dealing with the difficulty as best they could.

For officials at the county level, the situation was not much better. In Jones County, for example, the road system was under the stewardship of township trustees, 16 in total. County officials found that they had little control over these trustees, and little say in road maintenance projects.

One area, however, where progress could be made was with Iowa's bridges. The counties were responsible for providing funding for major bridge projects. In Jones County, the Board of Supervisors, composed of three elected officials (changed to five in 1872), faced the perennial problem of having too many streams that required too many bridge projects and not enough funding to build them. The situation had become so severe by 1879 that the Board actually passed a resolution that stated that, even though the county had assisted with the construction of bridges less than 30 feet in length, these were not to be considered county bridges and must be maintained by the road districts in which they were located.\(^5\)

For the Jones County Supervisors, who met only quarterly plus in the month following elections, it was a question of priorities. The total expenditure of county funds for 1878 was listed as $45,903, of which $14,473 (that is over 30 percent of the total county budget), was allocated just to pay for the repair and replacement of bridges.

The county's economy, like that of the entire state, was based on agriculture, and the movement of goods to market was paramount for its fiscal well-being. The presence of bridges facilitated the passage of what amounted to massive quantities of grain, livestock, and produce was threatened by the frequency with which the structures were washed away by floodwaters and destructive ice floes. Prior to the 1870s, all of these bridges were built of wood and required nearly continuous maintenance and repair due to flood damage.

---
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A revolutionary resolution to these problems was presented with the introduction of a new iron bridge type called the bowstring arch bridge design. These bridges featured a characteristic wrought iron arched or curved truss. There was public acclaim favoring these bridges, which were both sturdy and cost effective, and many of which outlasted the lives of those who built them.

The Liberal (The Monticello Liberal, G. W. Hunt, editor) or someone writing to that paper says the county bridge fund is being wasted. We doubt it. We suppose not a bridge has been constructed during the past two years that was not necessary—in the majority of cases those built having been petitioned for repeatedly before the Board of Supervisors. Some of bridges are still needed—some very badly.

Iron was never cheaper and is much more likely to rise than depreciate in value. So the board has used its best discretion in ordering bridges. There are probably two or three thousand dollars of bridge warrants outstanding. This is no doubt an inconvenience to bridge contractors, but the indebtedness will be met by next winter’s taxes.

If it has not been for the terrible storm of July 4, 1876 by which an outlay of seven thousand dollars was made necessary to replace and repair bridge structures there would be in the treasury a substantial surplus and no outstanding obligation. But we would like to have the Liberal point out to us where and how the bridge fund is being wasted.*

It is clear that the editorial writer, in this case the Anamosa Eureka’s pioneering editor, Edmund Booth, knew the value of keeping the lines of commerce open. His newspaper carried daily quotations from the Chicago exchanges on the current prices paid for animals and grain. Of course, his paper was also full of items for sale by merchants in the town’s businesses and by mail-order from around the country, everything from J. A. Scott’s numerous listings of kinds of Heavy Hardware, to Sandford’s Liver Invigorator, to G. H. High’s Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals (including Pure Wines and Liquors for medicinal purposes), to the latest model of Steam Powered Threshers, available from Nichols, Shepard & Co. of Battle Creek, Michigan.

Page from King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company catalog. Courtesy of Allan King Sloan.

Page from June 12, 1879, Anamosa Eureka with advertisements.

The ability of farmers to buy these goods and services was contingent upon their ability to sell their cattle, hogs, sheep, wheat, corn, oats, milk, butter, and eggs on the regional and national markets. Hence, there was great interest in the transportation system in general and in the construction of a network of functional, long-lasting, and economically produced bridges in particular.
The Bowstring Arch Bridges Are Built

The year 1871 was an auspicious time from the perspective of bridge construction. The first iron bridge built in Jones County in 1871 was constructed by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, Ohio. The bridge was located at Walters Mill, Clay Township. Thereafter all large county bridges were constructed of iron. Similar to the Walters Mill site, many early bridges were placed near mill sites, which represented small, thriving centers of rural commerce.

The oldest remaining bowstring arch bridge in Jones County is Corbett’s Mill Bridge (also known as Eby’s Mill Bridge). The bridge originally was located on the Maquoketa River, which flows to the southwest in a series of sharp bends through Scotch Grove Township, south and east of the city of Monticello. James S. Applegate established a gristmill at this location in 1858. John Corbett later became owner of the mill and expanded it to include a sawmill with a larger, sideways waterwheel and a blacksmith shop as well.

Corbett wanted a new bridge to provide access between his mill site and his customers. He petitioned the County Supervisors in 1866 for a wooden structure, for which $1,000 was appropriated.

The 1866 structure was damaged by flooding, and a petition for a second bridge was presented in June of 1869. The District Bridge Committee, however, reported “finding no evidence of subscription by the petitioners to aid in the construction of said bridge, we would recommend it be laid over until such evidence comes to the knowledge of the board.”

One year later, another committee was appointed to inspect the site at Corbett’s Mill. It held the power to draw from the bridge fund under the usual restrictions: one-third of the cost by the people and two-thirds by the county. The committee reported that a single span, 136 feet in length, was required. It also said that the old abutments needed to be raised by seven feet, at an estimated cost of approximately $3,200.
Counties Require Citizen Contributions for Bridges

Bridges in the late 1800s were funded differently than today. Bridge funding evolved over time relative to needs versus expenditures. Prior to the mid 1860s, private citizens requesting a bridge in their locality paid 50 percent of the cost of building or replacing that bridge in Jones County. During that time, funds were obtained by subscription, directly from the pockets of merchants, landowners, and other users who had a vested interest in construction of the bridge. One writer who later described the practice stated:

> *It has been the custom of the Board of Supervisors usually to make appropriations in part for building bridges, expecting the remainder to be raised by subscription. Thus an appropriation would be made with the understanding that the citizens most interested in the bridge would subscribe and pay $1 to every $2 expended by the county, or $1 to every $3 of the public funds.*

The county required proof that matching funds were available prior to approving any bridge construction. Following the Civil War, the ratio of private dollars was reduced to one-third. A further reduction to one-fourth was adopted by the Board of Supervisors in October 1870. All past subscription laws were rescinded in April 1872, with the advent of the more costly iron superstructure that needed more substantial piers and abutments. The county then financed the bridges by way of county levies on all taxpayers.

With no money available for Corbett’s Mill Bridge, due to a lack of subscriptions from private sources, the county accepted an offer from Corbett and Son in the spring of 1871 to build the stone abutments and provide bonds for the same, without charge to the county.

The county received two sealed proposals for the erection of two iron bridges, one at Corbett’s Mill Bridge and another near Monticello. The contract was awarded to the Miller Iron Bridge Company, “having all the requisite requirements of strength and durability; and [being] several hundred dollars less in price.” Both bridges were completed by November 1871, at a total cost of $8,891.

The new bowstring arch bridge was built across the Maquoketa River and continued to serve the area and the adjacent mill into the next century. In 1875, the mill was purchased by Samuel Eby of Jackson County, and it continued to run for many years, turning out beams and boards as well as buckwheat flour, which was sold in local stores. The mill later came to be known as Eby’s Mill.

Mistakes and Lawsuits Plague Bridges

Cost was not the only bridge problem the supervisors had to contend with in these years. In September 1878, the Anamosa Eureka reported a claim for damages by Mr. B. F. Bedford, who asked that the sum of $10,250 be paid by the county for injuries he sustained in the collapse of a wooden bridge over the Buffalo River. The irony was that the Jones County Supervisors had just recently finished constructing a new, two-span iron bridge over the Buffalo. Unfortunately, although the rickety, old bridge had been officially condemned, the supervisors had not physically closed it to traffic. The derelict bridge collapsed beneath Mr. Bedford and his team of horses as they were transporting a wagon load of young shade trees.

The new bridge was a two-span design: one large 105-foot bowstring arch truss, and one small 50-foot bowstring pony arch. It spanned the Buffalo River 0.6 miles northwest of Anamosa. This bridge was known historically as the Fisher’s Mill Bridge. Construction of the bridge was completed in April 1978, near the small community known as Fisherville. This
town was named for Joseph Fisher and his son Israel, who purchased a primitive mill on the Buffalo in 1846. They erected a three-story stone flour mill in 1853 and also owned an extensive, flourishing merchandise business. Israel continued operations after Joseph retired from the partnership in 1866. The mills were sold in 1878 to Mathews and Son of Maquoketa (these fixtures were dismantled in 1939).18

In 1876, W. M. Skinner and other supporters circulated a petition for a new bridge near Fisher’s Mill.19 They desired a new bridge to replace a 216-foot wooden structure completed just after the Civil War in 1866 that was determined to be “in dangerous condition” as early as 1870.20 The petition was laid over at the quarterly sessions of June and September, but was finally approved by the supervisors in January 1877.21 The King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, Ohio, was awarded the contract for the iron superstructure under a comprehensive agreement with the county that included all iron bridges ordered in the years 1877 and 1878.22 Samuel Tucker and William Lamerton, both local contractors, were awarded the bids for the stone substructure. The contracts were finally let late January 1877.

Anamosa Eureka editor, Edmund Booth, kept readers up to date on the bridge project. In August 1877, he reported, “The contracts will soon commence work on the bridge this side of Fisherville for which the iron superstructure has already arrived. The old wooden bridge is a flimsy affair and there is a great need that it be replaced by the new one as soon as possible.” He added, “We are informed that the King Iron Bridge Company’s men are on the ground at Olin (in Rome Township) and the iron superstructure will immediately be put in place.”23

The Eureka noted in the November 10th, 1877, edition that Samuel Tucker had completed the south pier on the Buffalo bridge and had driven about 145 piles. Lamerton and Tucker, working during the winter months, finished the stone bridge abutments. In February 1878, however, the Eureka learned that the stone piers had been constructed too far apart to support the 105-foot iron superstructure. Booth undoubtedly had obtained these facts from Tucker. He editorialized: “The measurements were made by the county surveyor, O. Burlingame, and the mistake probably grew out of the fact that no allowance was made for the batter, or slope, of the abutments. This is a serious error which we regret.”24

Burlingame, serving in his first two-year term as County Surveyor, countered this allegation of fault in a letter to the editor the following week, stating, “The mistake occurred I think, from taking stakes for the base of the pier instead of the top. All would have been right had the plan I made for the Olin bridge been referred to, as it applies to all bridges of that kind.”25

The mists of history have obscured who was really at fault and where the mistake originated. There is no written record of the bridge’s construction problems cited in the County Supervisors’ proceedings for April and June 1878. The only reference is in October when Supervisor M. C. Thompson, on the District Bridge Committee, announced that: “it is the opinion of the Board that the extra cost of three hundred and eighty nine dollars and twenty eight cents ($389.28) for constructing the bridge across the Buffalo near Fisher’s Mill, was occasioned by an error in the survey of O. Burlingame, county surveyor, and he should be required to pay the same to the county.”26 In any event, the abutments had been positioned incorrectly and the problem needed to be fixed.

The January 1879 county records show
Winter Ice Both Wrecks Havoc and Helps Build Bridges

Ice and high water presented a major threat to the old wooden bridges. The average life span was on the order of 10 years. Citizens of the town of Waverly in Bremer County watched as their bridge, known as the Waverly Free Bridge, collapsed in January of 1858. It spanned the Cedar River and, as it ran through the center of town, it subsequently received much attention and publicity when it fell. The first time it went down, several citizens were still on the bridge, but they escaped just as it broke apart and floated down river. The second timber bridge, 375 feet long, was completed in 1860. It lasted until 1871, when a massive ice jam above the bridge broke in March.

[A] great ice mass above the bridge was expected to break, anxious citizens assembled on a Sunday morning to watch... At 4 p.m. the ice broke and came crashing against the bridge. The crowd, knowing it was inevitable, cheered the majesty of its power. Every bit of the bridge disintegrated.

Even as it was so often damaging, ice was also a very helpful medium when it came to erecting iron bridges. With respect to the Fremont Mill Bridge, a Supervisor's committee report from 1871 states, "It is my opinion an abutment will be needed on the south side... We recommend the same be deferred until winter when the ice can be used to rest the bridge upon.
while said work is being performed." In another example, the Anamosa Evening details the construction of one iron bridge across the Wapsipinicon in March of 1873.

The materials for the iron bridge arrived last Tuesday, and are now being transferred from the RR cars to the Wapsip. The foreman of the job sent on by the Ohio Bridge Company is pushing the job with might and main having some twenty men and two or three teams steadily at work. The trestle work [trestles were scaffolds used to work from to build the iron superstructure] is ‘bottomed’ on the bed of the stream, and two of the long stringers are already in place. The foreman has given assurance that the bridge will be abtig if the ice does not go out before Monday. It’s a pretty close shave the best we can make of it."

A week later, the Anamosa Evening announced,

"Last Thursday the trestle work for the iron bridge had been put in place, resting on the bottom of the Wapsip through holes cut in the ice four feet thick. The warmth of the weather on that day had sent considerable water running and the ice below the work, and just above the dam, began to break and pass off. Fears arose of a general breakup, and decisive measures seemed necessary. So from nine o’clock that night till three the next morning, the men were engaged in taking off the iron laid and pulling up and taking ashore the trestle work."

Mother Nature could be both a help and a hindrance when it came to bridge work.

Monticello Bridge
Is Recycled

Although known locally as the Fremont Mill Bridge, this bowstring arch truss structure was originally built in 1873 to span the Maquoketa River at Monticello, in Richland Township, on the Military Road (Iowa’s first permanent thoroughfare), which began as a trail in 1839. The bowstring arch bridge served for 57 years (from 1873 to 1930) in this location. The wooden bridge it replaced went out with the ice March 8, 1873."

The superstructure was awarded to the Massillon Iron Bridge Company of Massillon, Ohio, for $25 per lineal foot. The bid for the substructure was let to James Milne of Scotch Grove, Iowa. When completed in June its total cost was $5,428. The Massillon Company received $2,944 for the 128-foot iron structure. The county paid the total amount as approved in April 1872, whereby all former resolutions regarding subscription payments were rescinded.

In June 1928, bridge bids were let to replace the historic 1873 structure over the

1913 postcard depicting the Maquoketa River Bridge, Monticello. This postcard shows the original placement of the bridge in Monticello. The bridge was later moved and was known as the Fremont Bridge and Central Park Bridge. Published by O.H. Soefje. Postcard in possession of the author.

After the wooden Fremont Mill Bridge was ruined in 1873, the Board of Supervisors quickly sought to replace it as it was on a major road through the county. They solicited bids from five bridge companies at the April session. The contract for the iron Maquoketa River as part of the State Highway Commission’s Plan for the Highway 161 improvement project. (In September 1930, the Military Road through Jones County was added to the primary road system whereby Highway 161 became US Highway 151.) The
historic bridge was preserved, not initially with historic intent, but because the county needed a crossing near the small village of Fremont to span the Buffalo River in Cass Township. In January 1930 the bridge was moved and reassembled near the former Fremont Mills site, a small community one mile north of Stone City, to begin its second half century of service (1930-1985).

**Bridges Provide Vital Link Between Farms and Markets**

While many of the early bridge crossings were built near mill sites, the Hale bridge was not. Instead, the bridge was constructed to afford access between the north and south populations of Hale Township, separated by the Wapsipinicon River, and to allow access to the railroad depot at Hale Village.

As was often the case with bridge replacements, the bowstring arch bridge at Hale was built on the foundations of an earlier wooden structure, 340 feet in length, constructed in 1870 at a cost of $7,995. Also, as frequently happened, the timber bridge was not sturdy enough to withstand the ravages of nature and was in constant need of costly repairs. It was during this period that the Jones County Board of Supervisors agreed with a petition by Hale Township residents granting a request to reduce the amount of their subscription from one-third to one-fourth of the total wooden bridge cost.

Seven years later, work began on a more sturdy iron bridge. According to a Hale writer in the Anamosa Ecclesia, the middle of the wooden bridge was torn up and a strong central pier was constructed to support an iron bridge when deemed necessary.6

Jones County had contracted with the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company in April 1877 to build three bridges during a specified time range. As of 1872, private citizens no longer were required to foot part of the bill for bridge construction. The county thereafter paid 100 percent of the costs.

Financing issues notwithstanding, building a bridge was not always a quick or easy process. For one thing, county supervisors only met quarterly. Because they met so infrequently, they used independent bridge committees to get some of the work done. However, these committees were required to report at the regular meetings and gain board approval for expenses.

The bridge manufacturers usually were not responsible for substructure construction, that is the stone piers, abutments, or wood pilings. On many projects, local contractors were hired separately by the county to undertake this work. For the iron bridge proper, the supervisors put out notices to secure bids for a span of a given length. Agents or salesmen for different companies would then submit their

---

1909 postcard showing wagons and postal workers, Walker post office. Postcard in possession of the author.
bids to the county, priced by lineal foot. In the case of the Hale Bridge, project work began in the spring of 1877, and each span was approved and erected at different times. Once again Jones County officials selected the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, Ohio. This company also was erecting bridge spans at Olin on the Wapsipinicon River. At the Hale location, what was to be a three-span iron arch would replace a 349-foot wooden span built in 1870. This timber structure consisted of a main span of 170 feet supported by two stone piers with 85 feet of trestle work on each end. This project was reported in the Anamosa Era on October 13, 1870. Cost of the structure was reported as $7,995.

In the spring of 1877, the supervisors ordered a strong central pier be built on the site of the wooden structure "to support one iron structure."55 Bids were requested from local contractors for the stone work. This pier was completed by September and the first 81 foot span was put in place.56 The County Supervisors then ordered a second 92 foot iron span, which was erected in the spring of 1878. By the end of the year, however, the county Bridge Fund was depleted and the supervisors were forced to order all bridge work stopped and petitions for new bridges "laid over until January 1879."57 In January, all petitions were again put off until April 1879.58 At that time, the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company was given a contract for the third span of 100 feet at a cost of $14 a lineal foot. The bridge finally was completed in June 1879.59 The records do not show a total amount paid for the three-span bridge, but Hale Bridge construction warrants from June 1877 to June 1879 total approximately $8,000, of which the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company received $3,640. Along with the three iron spans, totaling 281 feet, the wooden approaches rendered the Hale Bridge 296 feet in length.

Sales Agents for National Bridge Companies
Make Inroads in Iowa

The King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company began bridge building in Iowa at a very early date. In 1869, the Bremer County Board of Supervisors noted that many of the county's bridges were in "deplorable condition."59 They especially took notice of a petition by the city council of the town of Waverly, the county seat, for the replacement of the wooden bridge over the Cedar River. As noted earlier, this 375 foot wooden bridge required replacement after being spectacularly destroyed several times. The supervisors quickly provided approval of the Waverly petition. A special election passed a measure that requested an increase in the mill levy on property taxes to finance the new iron bridge project. By the spring of 1871, the supervisors began work on the bridge abutments contracting with John Price and Brothers, who imported stone from the Anamosa quarries in Jones County, for which he was paid $5,000. By June the board reached an agreement with William Crickett, who was employed as an agent for the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, Ohio. The contract called for "three spans of 125 feet each in length, with bridge 18 feet in the clear, 2 sidewalks 6 feet each in the clear"59 at a cost of $11,000. The bridge was completed by the end of 1871. The 375 foot spans made the Waverly bridge one of the longest multi-span bowstring structures in the state.

This designation, however, was somewhat short lived. Eighteen years later (in 1889) the Waverly Bridge was replaced with a new girder bridge. The King bowstring bridge was then disassembled; one span was moved to a crossing in Franklin Township and two spans were moved to a location on the Cedar River in Jefferson Township, where together they became known as...
the Green Mill Ford Bridge. Even with the two separate 125 foot spans, the two wooden stringer bridges on either end still made the 377 foot long bridge over the Cedar River an impressive structure.

Agent William Crickett also figured in another Iowa bridge deal, but this time he appeared to be serving more than one company. In 1883 the Poweshiek County Supervisors were forced to close the dilapidated wooden McDowell Mill Bridge over the North Skunk River. James McDowell, owner of the mill, was an influential figure in the area. He was one of the original settlers in Sugar Creek Township, establishing a home site in 1845, which grew into a sawmill and later a gristmill.66 As could be said about almost every mill, it was a center of rural commerce and provided a focal point around which other farmsteads grew. Hence the bridge was given some priority from the supervisors.

In August of 1883, the county then contracted with William Crickett, whom they thought was serving as an agent for the Pennsylvania Iron Bridge Works, to provide a new bowstring arch bridge for the North Skunk River crossing.67 Crickett, apparently, was less than forthcoming in his negotiations with the county and his company. By the time he procured the contract with the county he was no longer employed by the Pennsylvania firm, a detail of which he neglected to inform county officials. When the supervisors finally became aware of Crickett’s deception, they were forced to contact officials of the Pennsylvania Iron Bridge Works directly. The bridge company said they would be able to manufacture a 120-foot span for delivery within 60 days. The board wanted the bridge installed sooner, however, so Pennsylvania Iron Bridge Works agreed to transfer the bridge contract to the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, which was able to begin within their time frame. The latter company accepted the contract and by the end of 1883 had installed a bowstring arch bridge that today is still known as the McDowell Bridge.68

By the end of the 1880s, bowstring arch bridges were falling out of favor. Newer and more efficient designs were put into service that were structurally more sound and less expensive to manufacture. Where previously there had been thousands of bridges built every year across the nation, there was a dramatic decline in the numbers of bowstring arch bridges completed in the 1880s.

There was still a slight demand, however, for relatively small bridges that were not prone to some of the deficiencies of the larger bridges. As late as 1887, the Allamakee County Supervisors contracted with the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company for a 43-foot span bridge.69 Known locally as the Monsrud Bridge, it was erected at the base of a steep hill on a county road over Paint Creek, near the town of Waterville, about 10 miles west of Harpers Ferry and the Mississippi River. It was one of the last bowstring arch bridges to be built by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company in the state, and is among the last still standing.
Zenas King
Giant Among Bridge Builders

Bowstring arch iron bridges were among the first and most popular bridge types built in the late 19th century. The reason for the popularity of the design was because it combined a strong, durable form with a relatively low cost, using the minimum amount of wrought iron material. The stylish and graceful shape of the arching spans added to the allure of the design.

In fact, the bowstring arch-truss bridge became the most popular type of span used in much of the Midwest in general and in Iowa in particular. From 1860 through the 1880s, bowstring bridges were manufactured in the thousands by large commercial firms, many headquartered in Ohio, such as the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland; Massillon Bridge Company of Massillon; and the Wrought Iron Bridge Company of Canton.50

Design of the first bridge has been attributed to Thomas Moseley who patented his ideas on how to construct a wrought iron tubular bowstring bridge form in 1857.51 Mosley originated the idea to use wrought iron boiler plate to form a triangular-shaped tube that could then be pieced together into the distinctive curved shape. He then worked on a way to economically fabricate the iron arcs so they could be assembled at the bridge site.52 Ultimately, a variety of different shapes and forms were created and patented that enabled a number of companies to manufacture their own distinctive versions of this bridge type.

It was a Moseley assistant, Zenas King, however, who was instrumental in bringing the bowstring bridge type to its greatest popularity with his emphasis on a nation-wide distribution force and marketing system. King began his own company in Cleveland in 1860, called the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company.53 Although not a trained engineer, King, at around the age of 40, had learned about the salesmanship and manufacture of boiler plating in the sale of farm machinery. In Cleveland, King teamed up with a metalworker named Frees and, together in 1861, they submitted a patent for an improvement to the bowstring arch form.

At first the new innovation was not deemed groundbreaking enough to warrant a new patent, but by appealing directly to the commissioner of patents and making some design adjustments, King was able to claim a "patented" bowstring bridge as his own. King bridge types were quickly adopted throughout the state of Ohio. Noting his success, numerous other bridge building enterprises entered the market. These included Massillon Bridge Company of Massillon, Ohio, founded by Joseph Davenport, and the Wrought Iron Bridge Company of Canton, Ohio, headed by David Hammond. After the Civil War the number of bridges erected by these and other companies around the country increased dramatically.54

King was the innovator when he decided to build the facilities to manufacture custom sized bridge pieces that could be shipped quickly and assembled at distant river crossings. He built his factory in Cleveland adjacent to the main rail line. His greatest accomplishment, however,
may have been the establishment of a network of agents across the country who sold the bridges to city and county officials.

King established business agents in many areas of the west. The company armed these agents with a catalog containing illustrations of the various types of bridges they already had built, along with some schematics and plans. By 1872, King had sold nearly 100 bridges in the states of Kansas, Minnesota, Arkansas, Nebraska, and Iowa. Eventually, the King Bridge and Manufacturing Company set up a Midwest headquarters in Des Moines. Zenas's nephew, George King, was hired as an agent for the company and assigned to the Topeka center. He eventually became the general western agent and contract engineer for the King Bridge Company in Des Moines, to coordinate the activities of the network of agents working throughout the western states.

By 1882, the company had constructed a total of over 5,000 bridges. In the company catalog of that year, 195 bridges were listed as having been built west of the Mississippi River alone, and Iowa and Kansas accounted for over half of the total.35

King died in 1892. After his death, the State of Ohio and the U.S. Government filed and won a suit against the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company and 13 other Ohio bridge companies because of pooling arrangements in which the companies had engaged starting in 1883. Sixteen national companies agreed to form a pool to control and share profits from highway bridge projects. The antitrust suit sought to prohibit the companies from doing further business in Ohio because they had illegally entered into an agreement in restraint of trade, in violation of the antitrust laws of the state.

The company eventually lost the suit and moved to New Jersey in 1906, doing business as the King Bridge Company. It was officially terminated as an enterprise in 1922.

Other Companies Compete Against King

The King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company was not the only firm to construct early iron bowstring bridges in Iowa. The movement of millions of immigrants, especially into the western part of the country, opened the doors for other entrepreneurs to try their hand at the bridge manufacturing business.

The Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Works of Leavenworth, Kansas is among some of the lesser known regional firms from the late 1880s that still have bridges in existence in Iowa. The founder was Edwin...
Farnsworth, who served as the City Engineer of Leavenworth until he left in 1871 to seek employment with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company of Canton, Ohio. The following year, Farnsworth was employed by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company where he became their chief engineer at the Topeka, Kansas manufacturing facility. He later co-founded a bridge manufacturing company in 1874 called the Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Works.56

A Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Works bridge was placed in Montgomery County, Iowa, after the supervisors were petitioned by S. M. Smith in 1876 for a new bridge.57 The supervisors awarded Farnsworth's company the contract for $1,000 to erect a 70 foot span over the West Nodaway River south of Grant. However, the Missouri company appears to have made few other inroads in the state. The Montgomery County bridge was later moved and remains the only example of a Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Works structure in the state.

Keeping talented and resourceful engineers was a particular problem for the large national companies. Not only was there an almost revolving door of skilled people leaving these firms, but many of them were leaving to start their own companies in direct competition with their former employers.58 Besides Farnsworth, other King employees who founded their own companies included James Marsh, who established a firm in Des Moines and who produced a modern, concrete version of the bowstring that became known as the Marsh Rainbow Arch Bridge.59

Another major contributor was David Hammond, who began the Wrought Iron Bridge Company of Canton, Ohio. It was said of Hammond that no other bridge designer in the 19th century did as much to popularize the bowstring bridge design.60 The Wrought Iron Bridge Company, under Hammond's direction, produced 16 patents covering the bowstring design, and manufactured hundreds of structures that were located across the nation.

Among the more famous of the Wrought Iron Bridge Company structures found in Iowa was the bridge built across the Upper Iowa River, near Freeport, in Winneshiek County.61 The bridge was put into service in 1878. Spanning 160 feet across the river, the Freeport bridge was the second longest bridge built in

Drawing of a King bridge at Centennial Grounds, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. Courtesy of Allan King Sloan.
the nation by Hammond's company.67

The bridge at Freeport was one of many bridges purchased by the Winneshiek County Board of Supervisors which, unusually, had an almost exclusive business relationship with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company. Bowstring arch bridges appeared in Winneshiek County as early as 1872 when the county began building the more sturdy wrought iron edifices. The first two bridges were built in 1872 and 1873. In 1873, petitioners asked that bridges be built in two other places: one in Bluffton Township over the Upper Iowa River, and the second in Washington Township over the Turkey River.68 The Turkey River Bridge, with a span of 160 feet, and a total bridge length of 177 feet, was completed in the same year.

As was almost always the case, the board contracted with a local stone mason to build the bridge abutments. For the Upper Iowa River Bridge, the County Supervisors hired Thomas Dwyer to assemble the two massive stone piers, which according to a local commissioner, was "by far the best job of masonry in the county and so noted by all who have seen it."69 The bridge, known locally as the Gillette Bridge, with a span of 130 feet, was finished in 1874, at a total cost of $6,969.

Local Bridge Company Makes Unique Contribution

There is another type of bowstring arch bridge found in Winneshiek County that was not manufactured by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company. This exception proves the rule about the exclusive relationship between the county and the Wrought Iron Bridge Company: the structure in question, known as the Eureka Bridge, was requested and apparently funded entirely by township officials.65

It appears that officials of the small village of Ridgeway were rebuffed in their attempt to convince County Supervisors to build a bridge in their area. So they turned to a small local manufacturer to custom build what was then termed a "Eureka" type of bowstring arch bridge. It seems that sometime around 1872, they contracted with the Allen, McEvoy & Company of Beloit, Wisconsin to manufacture a relatively modest-sized, single span structure for their use. The name "Eureka" is a type name used by the manufacturer to designate their specific patented bowstring design.

Two women posing on an unknown bowstring arch bridge. Photographer and date unknown. Photograph from the personal archives of Bertha Finn.
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Rather than using wrought iron plates, the Eureka Bridge relied on four iron rods bent into a curve to form the arch.

The Ridgeway Eureka Bridge is believed to have been moved to another site in Bloomfield Township in Winnebago County. The bridge was later placed over the Yellow River in Monona Valley where it remained until 1989.

Massillon Bridge
Company Competes

The third of the great national bridge companies was the Massillon Bridge Company of Canton, Ohio. Its founder was Joseph Davenport. (Besides bridges, Davenport also is renowned for designing the first steam locomotive cow catcher—that plow-like device that is attached to the front of the engine to help remove debris and stray livestock from the tracks.)

Davenport’s design for the bowstring arch bridge incorporated a different kind of upper chord, the part that forms the top of the arch. The bridge design used for the Fremont bridge in Jones County employed webbing consisting of hollow crossed rods. These rods were cut and manufactured from extra heavy gas pipes and then placed between two pieces of flat boiler plates to hold them apart. The resulting shape was a distinctive cross or X-shaped lattice pattern in the top of the arch.

The same design was present in a Massillon Bridge Company structure erected in Dubuque County. The need for a long lasting iron bridge over Lytle Creek, next to Washington Mills, was evident to the Dubuque County Supervisors at an early date. In fact, the first iron bridge in the county was placed over this creek in 1873.67Washington Mills was run by Oliver Bussard and John Kifer.68  The men evidently believed in the power of advertisement, as a writer for the Dubuque Express and Herald expressed his thanks to the mill on receiving a “sack of very excellent flour of their own manufacture … located sixteen miles from here on Lytle creek … and [the mill] can manufacture just as good flour as can be made anywhere in the Union.”69 The bridge was placed on Creek Branch Lane, which crossed back and forth between Washington and Prairie Creek Townships and served Township School No. 6 up the hill from the creek.99 A narrow gauge railroad line was added to the area in the 1880s. A wooden bridge was erected at that location in 1865, but needed repairs in 1873 and 1876. By the fall of 1877, the board had decided to replace the trouble prone wooden bridge with a new iron structure.

The supervisors hired a local stone mason, T. J. Donahue, to build new abutments for the bridge at a cost of $765.71 They then contracted with the Massillon Bridge Company for a 113 foot single span bowstring arch bridge for the Lytle Creek crossing. The bridge encompassed the standard double-plated lattice design. It was finished in April 1878 at a cost of $1,824. The new bridge was not without its own problems, needing numerous repairs in its first 32 years; nonetheless, it has been in use continuously for the past 125 years.
New Design Replaces Bowstring

The era of the bowstring arch bridges was fading by the end of the 1880s. Another structural design, the Pratt Truss form, would soon challenge and overtake the older bridge plan in popularity. The Pratt patent incorporated straight upper and lower chords. Bridge span lengths could be expanded simply by varying panel or beam lengths, which was difficult to achieve with the arched forms, since each and every curve length had a unique shape which had to be manufactured separately.

Perhaps even more of a problem was the view that the sparse use of material which produced the characteristic elegant design of the bowstrings was in fact unstable or even dangerous: “The bridges are light and flimsy. Everything about them is conducive to extreme and excessive vibration. Every man who has crossed one has noticed the trembling of the structure and the rattle of the rods and members of the bridge,” complained one highway engineer.72

The 1880s would have seen the end of the bowstring period if not for a fortuitous series of events that brought the graceful design back into production.

World War II Revives the Bowstrings

It is difficult for someone who did not directly experience the World War II era to appreciate the difficulty of life in the United States during that time. With literally millions of men and women enlisted in the various branches of the armed forces fighting a global war, almost the entire economy of the United States was geared toward production for the war effort. What that meant for the civilian population was continual shortages and a nationwide imposed rationing system. One Iowa writer provided a succinct summary:

By 1945 people were accustomed to orders originating from Washington in regard to carrying on the war. Ration schedules appeared each week in the local press informing citizens which rationing stamps could be used for meats and fats, processed foods, sugars, gasoline, fuel oil and shoes. The only stamps good indefinitely were for shoes. The purpose of the “brownouts” was to conserve electricity. Limits were placed on outdoor display lighting, outdoor electric advertising and show window lighting. The homes of the citizens who had sons or daughters in the service had service flags in their windows…73

Newspapers across the country, besides carrying local news on the contributions—or deaths—of service members from the community, were full of ads asking for the public to purchase War Bonds, participate in clothing and scrap drives, and to provide any types of materials in short supply. Steel was in especially short supply as it was used in all of the major weapons and transportation systems. Of course all of the large bridges required massive amounts of steel. Therefore construction was prohibited or delayed due to the critical shortage of materials. To circumvent this problem, some bridge designers reverted back to the older bowstring arch form, which required less iron.
Crisis In Crawford County

The year 1945 was an exceptionally wet one in the state, but especially in western Iowa. The heavy rains started in April and hit again in May and July, and each deluge was seemingly worse than the previous one. Flood damage occurred in many areas, and Crawford County was particularly hard hit that summer. According to a story in the Denison Review, the April rain total was the highest since records began in 1896. The Boyer River crested at a 50-year high, taking with it 28 county bridges, which were swept away or had their approaches washed out. Bridges also were lost on US Highway 30 and State Highway 4.

To compound the problem, Crawford County, as also reported in the Denison Review, had in the previous two years been forced to issue bonds amounting to a quarter of a million dollars to cover expenses for emergency bridge repairs because of shortages in the amount of money received from property taxes. The county was again experiencing a shortage in 1945.

In May, the Crawford County Supervisors confronted the problem by declaring an emergency with the Secondary Roads Fund, and again ordered the issuance of a quarter of a million dollars in bonds to effect new bridge repairs. The most cost effective measure was to replace washed out timber bridges with new steel structures, but even with victory having been declared in Europe in May of 1945, the supply of iron and steel—important as they were to the manufacture of critical war supplies such as ships, planes, and tanks—was still in a period of shortage.

Because of the nationwide need to conserve steel and keep its use to a minimum, several innovative designers took a page from the past and resurrected the idea of once again designing bowstring arch bridges that do not require as much metal. Crawford County ordered six bridges using what had previously been considered an outmoded form. The new design incorporated a hybrid bowstring arch-truss plan; angle outriggers provided lateral support. The county purchased the bridges from the Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company, an Iowa company that was started near the turn of the century by two Iowa State engineering graduates, William Jackson and B. N. Moss. Still in business today, the firm last gained renown by furnishing the steel for the Gateway Arch in St. Louis.

The steel manufacturers fabricated the bridges into sections, which were then assembled at the bridge site by county crews. The six bridges were placed at sites around Crawford County:

- The Buck Grove Bridge is a 70-foot long span located on a county road that crosses Buck Creek in Washington Township, Crawford County, Iowa.
- The Nishabotna River Bridge is a 77-foot long single span structure located on a county road over the West Branch of the West Nishabotna River, 3.4 miles northeast of Manilla, in Crawford County, Iowa.
- The second Nishabotna River Bridge is a single span structure that crosses the West Branch of the West Nishabotna River, 2.3 miles southwest of Manilla, in Crawford County, Iowa.
- The East Soldier River Bridge is a single span structure that crosses the East Soldier River, 2.5 miles southeast of Charter Oak, in Crawford County, Iowa.
- The Beaver Creek Bridge is a 77-foot span structure located on 180th Street over Beaver Creek, 4.5 miles northwest of Schleswig, in Crawford County, Iowa.
- The sixth of the World War II vintage bowstring arch bridges was placed over Paradise Creek in Paradise Township, 7.0 miles west of Denison.
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Where They Are Now

Of the hundreds that were built in the state of Iowa, there are only 20 bowstring arch bridges still standing today. Seventeen of these are publicly owned, while three are on private property. Only three of the bowstring arch bridges are still in use in their original locations. The remainder have been closed or moved. Many counties have gone to great lengths and expense to preserve these historic structures, all of which are eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Their graceful form is an historical asset and a testament to past ingenuity that can be appreciated even today.
Public Bridges

Monsrud Bridge

The Monsrud Bridge is located on Swebakken Road over Paint Creek, 1.1 miles northwest of Waterville, in Allamakee County, Iowa. It is situated in Section 16 of Paint Creek Township, T97N, R4W. The 1887 bridge was constructed by the King Iron and Bridge Manufacturing Company. The small, 43-foot long structure was left in place when a new bridge, replete with two large culverts, was built beside it. The bridge lies at the base of a steep hill within the picturesque Paint Creek Valley. This bridge appears to have been one of the last bowstring arch bridges built in Iowa. Although no longer open to traffic, the bridge remains in its original location.

Approach to the Monsrud Bridge (Paint Creek Bridge), Allamakee County, built in 1887. Photograph by the author 2002. (IWHIA #: 061840)

Profile view of the Monsrud Bridge. Photograph by the author 2002.

Location maps in this book are derived from Highway and Transportation Maps published by the Iowa Department of Transportation.
The Green Mill Ford Bridge

The Green Mill Ford Bridge spans the Cedar River, and is located off a county road, 260th Street, 2.8 miles northeast of Janesville, in Bremer County, Iowa. It is located in Section 19 of Jefferson Township, T19N, R13W. The original Green Mill Ford Bridge crossed the Cedar River in the city of Waverly. It was produced by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company in 1872. It served in that location until 1889 when a new girder bridge was put in its place. The King bowstring bridge was then disassembled; one span was moved to a crossing in Franklin Township, but was later torn down. The remaining two spans, each 122 feet in length, were moved to a site on the Cedar River known locally as Green Mill Ford.

The county road that the Green Mill Ford Bridge served was vacated sometime in the 1980s. Because the bridge no longer played a useful function as a crossing, the approaches were removed by the Bremer County Engineer’s office. Although still in place at the time of this writing, it probably will be removed at some point in the future.


Approach to the Green Mill Ford Bridge (Waverly Bridge, Cedar River Bridge), Bremer County, built circa 1872. The bridge has been condemned and the approach spans have been pulled. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA#: 078890)
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The Beaver Creek Bridge

The Beaver Creek Bridge has a 77-foot iron span and 57 feet of wooden approaches, making the total bridge 134 feet long. The structure is located on 180th Street over Beaver Creek, 4.5 miles northwest of Sclieswig in Crawford County, Iowa. It is located in Section 9 of Morgan Township, T85N, R40W. This bridge is distinguished by two wooden stringer bridges on both approaches that help it span this wide and deep portion of Beaver Creek. This bridge was built in 1945.

Crawford County

Approach to Beaver Creek Bridge. Photograph by the author 2002.
(FHWA #: 130350)

Profile view of the Beaver Creek Bridge, Crawford County, built in 1945. Photograph by the author 2002.
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The Buck Grove Bridge

The Buck Grove Bridge is located on 250th Street, a half mile east of the town of Buck Grove. It crosses Buck Creek in Section 16 of Washington Township, T82N, R39W, in Crawford County, Iowa. The bridge spans 70 feet and was constructed in 1945, borrowing elements from the early bowstring arch design that originated in 1861. The bridge currently has a load limit of 10 tons. The bridge was manufactured by the Des Moines Steel Company and stands today as a fine example of its work and of bridge construction in Iowa during World War II.

Profile of the Buck Grove Bridge, Crawford County, built in 1945. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA: 126675)
The East Soldier River Bridge

The East Soldier River Bridge is a single span structure that crosses the East Soldier River on 120th Street, 2.5 miles west of Charter Oak in Crawford County, Iowa. It is located in Charter Oak Township on the Section line between Sections 28/29, T84N, R14W. The bridge, which currently has an 11-ton weight limit, was built in 1945.
The Nishnabotna River Bridge

The Nishnabotna River Bridge is a 77-foot long iron span with another 20 feet of wooden approaches, making the bridge 97 feet long. The structure is located on T Avenue, and crosses over the West Branch of the West Nishnabotna River, 3.4 miles northeast of Manilla in Crawford County, Iowa. It is located in Section 12 of Nishnabotna Township, T82N, R35W. This structure is another fine example of World War II era bridge work.

Approach to the Nishnabotna River Bridge, Crawford County, built in 1945. (FIWAK: #26410)

Profile of the Nishnabotna River Bridge. Photograph by the author 2002.
The Nishnabotna River Bridge (#2)

The second Nishnabotna River Bridge is a single span structure that crosses the West Branch of the West Nishnabotna River, 2.3 miles southwest of Manilla on 300th Street in Crawford County, Iowa. It is located in Section 35 of Nishnabotna Township, T52N, R38W. This bridge also represents the era of World War II bridge building. Nearly identical to the other four bowstring arch bridges that still carry vehicular traffic, this bridge is also subject to a weight restriction of 10 tons.
The Yellow Smoke Park Bridge

The Yellow Smoke Park Bridge is located in T83N, R38W, in a county park of the same name. Yellow Smoke Park lies one mile east of the city of Denison off Highway 30 in Crawford County, Iowa. The park is a majestic, 321-acre recreation area that contains a 40-acre lake and has been developed for picnicking, hiking, camping, swimming, boating, and fishing. There is a large campground that offers modern facilities for campers.

Until 1986, this bridge is believed to have been located over Paradise Creek in Paradise Township. When the bridge was relocated to Yellow Smoke Park in 1986, it was replanked and the center of its floor beams were cut to make it more narrow. The bridge is now located adjacent to the lake along a pedestrian path that crosses an intermittent stream.

Approach to the Yellow Smoke Park Pedestrian Bridge, Crawford County, built in 1945. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA#: none)
The Washington Mill Bridge

The Washington Mill Bridge is located on a county road that crosses Lytle Creek, 2.5 miles southeast of Bernard in Dubuque County, Iowa. It is located in Section 31 of Washington Township, T87N, R2E. Built in 1878 by the Massillon Bridge Company of Massillon, Ohio, the 113-foot long Washington Mill Bridge was once situated on a north-south running road, Creek Branch Lane, in Dubuque County. In the 1960s, the one room school served by the bridge was closed due to consolidation and most of the road fell into disuse by the county. The road presently dead-ends at the bridge. It is one of only three bowstring structures in the state of Iowa that is standing at its original site and still functions as an on-line bridge, albeit with a greatly reduced weight limit of 5 tons. At present, it serves only a single farmstead on the other side of Lytle Creek. Like the other two standing bowstring bridges that remain at their original locations, the future status of the Washington Mill Bridge is unknown.

Approach to the Washington Mill Bridge, Dubuque County, built in 1878. This bridge is still in use in its original location. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA#: 145870)

Profile of the Washington Mill Bridge. Photograph by the author 2002.
The Fremont Mill Bridge

Known locally as the Fremont Mill Bridge, this bowstring arch truss structure was built in 1873 to span the south fork of the Maquoketa River at Monticello, in Richland Township, on the Military Road that passed through Jones County. The bowstring arch bridge stood in this location for 57 years. In 1990, the bridge was moved and reassembled near the former Fremont Mills site, a small community one mile north of Stone City, to begin its second half century of service. The structure was slated for demolition in 1983, but was saved through efforts undertaken by local preservationists, the Jones County Conservation Board, and the cooperation of the County Engineer. The new relocation site was the 217-acre recreation area at Central Park, two miles west of Center Junction and seven miles east of Anamosa. The park is located in Section 1 of Jackson Township, T84N, R3W in Jones County, Iowa.

Central Park lies in a valley among the rolling prairie uplands of east central Iowa. The bridge now serves as a pedestrian crossing in the southwest section of the 25 acre lake within the park. From the bridge, one can look across the lake and view the natural basin in which the entire park is contained. This scenic park offers a variety of activities to the public, including fishing, swimming, boating, camp sites with either fully modern facilities or a more primitive setting, hiking trails, shelters, a playground area, volleyball court, and a Nature Center.

Profile of the Fremont Mill Bridge (Monticello Bridge, Central Park Bridge), Jones County, built in 1873. The bridge is now located in Central Park. Photograph by the author 2002.

Approach to the Fremont Mill Bridge. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA: none)
The Hale Bridge

The Hale Bridge was located over the Wapsipinicon River, one mile due south of the village of Hale, T33N, R2W, in Jones County, Iowa. The elegant structure, of which three iron spans combine for 265 feet, also had two additional wooden approaches, making the total span of the bridge 296 feet long. It was manufactured by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company. Constructed between 1877 and 1879, this bridge was the longest standing bowstring arch bridge in the state of Iowa.

In recent years, the bridge was weakened due to flood damage and general old age. In 1972, the county authorized $15,800 of repairs after completing a study that had revealed structural deficiencies. Upon careful consideration, Jones County eventually decided to close the bridge in 1997 because it was determined that even if the bridge was repaired at prohibitive costs, its carrying load still would be greatly limited when compared to a modern structure. In late winter of 2003, through the planning of the Jones County Historic Preservation Commission with the support of the Jones County Supervisors, the three spans were removed from their piers and transported to sites on either side of the river to be refurbished and restored. It is the intention of Jones County that the spans be relocated for future use. However, the final destinations of each of the three separate spans have not yet been determined as of the writing of this text.
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The Nodaway River Bridge

The Nodaway River Bridge is located in Pilot Grove County Park, three miles west of Grant, on County Road H14 in northern part of Montgomery County, Iowa. It is located in Section 1 of Pilot Grove Township, T73N, R37W. The Nodaway River Bridge was built in 1876 by Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Works of Leavenworth, Kansas. The 70-foot long bridge was originally placed at a crossing on the Nodaway River south of Grant. The structure stood until 1969 when it was moved to the county park. It now serves as a pedestrian bridge over a small arm of the lake in the park.

Pilot Grove County Park is in a lovely 23-acre area containing a large, clear pond and grove of majestic, mature oaks. It has a campground with electric hookups, a large playground area, and both fishing and swimming are allowed in the lake. The park also includes a mile long hiking trail around the perimeter of the grounds. The relocated Nodaway River Bridge sits at the west end of the pond and caters to foot traffic through the park.
The McDowell Bridge

The McDowell Bridge is located over the Skunk River in the Millgrove Access Wildlife Area, 8.9 miles southwest of Montezuma, in Poweshiek County, Iowa. It lies on an abandoned roadway that formerly intersected with River Road in Section 35 of Sugar Creek Township, T178N, R16W. The bridge is 167 feet in length, with an iron span of 120 feet long. It was manufactured by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company in 1883. It was originally built on a county road over the North Skunk River, but the road was closed and vacated by the Poweshiek County Board of Supervisors in 1986.

Rather than dismantle and sell the old bridge for scrap, the county chose to leave the structure in place, in what has become the Millgrove Access Wildlife Area. This wildlife area is composed of 430 acres of land and is a designated Natural Resource Area. It is one of the few remaining public wetlands areas in Poweshiek County. It is managed by the Poweshiek County Conservation Board. Hunting and fishing are allowed in season and it is open to hiking. Another 200 acres adjacent to Millgrove access have recently been donated by the Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation.
The Eureka Bridge

The Eureka Bridge is located just off Hammer Street in the City Park of Castalia, T96N, R7W, in Winneshiek County, Iowa. The structure was manufactured by Allen, McEvoy & Company of Beloit, Wisconsin. The name “Eureka” is a type name used by the manufacturer to designate a unique kind of patented bowstring design. According to research done by James Hippen, the Eureka bridge probably was originally used at a site in or near the village of Ridgeway in Winneshiek County, but was later moved to another site in Bloomfield Township. It was placed over the Yellow River in the Monococh Valley, where it stayed until 1989. The bridge was relocated to the park by the Bloomfield Historical Society and the community of Castalia in 1993.

The Eureka Bridge remains the only existing example of an early bowstring structure built by the relatively small local firms, which competed against the giant national manufacturers that shipped out hundreds of bridges a year.

Profile of the Eureka Bridge, Winneshiek County, built in 1871. The bridge is located in the City Park of Castalia. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA# 65479)
The Freeport Bridge

The Freeport Bridge is located in Trout Run Park near the city of Decorah, in Winneshiek County, Iowa. Trout Run Park is situated in Section 23, T98N, R8W, along the north side of Highway 9 on the southeast edge of Decorah just east of the intersection with Montgomery Street. Among the more famous of the Wrought Iron Bridge Company structures that was built in Iowa, the 160 foot bridge originally was built across the Upper Iowa River near Freeport, in Winneshiek County. The bridge was put into service in 1878. The Freeport Bridge was the second longest bridge built in the nation by Hammond’s company. It was relocated to its current location in the 1990s by Winneshiek County.

Trout Run Park is maintained by the Winneshiek County Conservation Department. The park features the bridge as its centerpiece and has a small picnic and walking area, but is best known for its boat and canoe access to the Upper Iowa River.

Profile of the Freeport Bridge, Winneshiek County, built in 1878.
The bridge is located in Trout Run Park, Decorah.
Photograph by the author 2002. (FMWA: none)
The Gilleece Bridge

The Gilleece Bridge is located on Cattle Creek Road and crosses the Upper Iowa River, 3.2 miles west of Bluffton, in Winneshiek County, Iowa. It is located in Section 6, Bluffton Township, T99N, R9W. Built in 1874 by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company, the iron portion spans 130 feet, and, including its approaches, the bridge totals 151 feet. The Gilleece Bridge is one of only three bowstring arch bridges still standing in its original placement and still functioning as an on-line bridge, albeit with a greatly reduced weight limit of 3 tons imposed upon it. The bridge stands down in the valley, next to the steep bluffs of the Upper Iowa River. From the bridge, there is a pleasant view of the river floodplain and the valley slopes. Like the Turkey River Bridge, it will undoubtedly be removed at some point in the future. As of this date, what the outcome will be remains unknown.

Profile of the Gilleece Bridge. Photograph by the author 2002.

Winneshiek County

Approach to the Gilleece Bridge, Winneshiek County, built in 1874. The bridge is still in use in its original location. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA #: 348900)
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The Turkey River Bridge

The Turkey River Bridge is located on Little Church Road over the Turkey River, 2.5 miles south of Festina, in Winneshiek County, Iowa. It is situated in Section 34 of Washington Township, T96N, R9W. Built in 1875 by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company, the graceful 160 foot structure includes 17 feet of approaches, giving it a total length of 177 feet. The Turkey River Bridge is one of only three bowstring structures left in Iowa that is still standing in its original placement and still, as of 2003, functioning as an on-line bridge, albeit with a greatly reduced weight limit of 3 tons imposed on it. The bridge spans the Turkey River at a broad, scenic point in the floodplain. It is easy to spot, as it rises on a high point above the river. This bridge will undoubtedly be removed at some point in the future: as of this date, however, its future disposition is unknown.

Approach to the Turkey River Bridge, Winneshiek County, built in 1875. The bridge is still in use in its original location. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA#: 346440)

Profile of the Turkey River Bridge. Photograph by the author 2002.
Privately Owned Bridges

Three of the remaining bowstring arch bridges in Iowa belong to private owners. These three are located in Jones County. In two of the cases, the Jones County Supervisors decided to reroute the county roads where the bridges are located, while leaving the old iron spans intact and in place. Both bridges can be viewed from the public right-of-way on the rerouted county roads; however, they are on private property and cannot be accessed without the owners’ approval.

No trespassing signs greet visitors to privately owned bridges. Access to these bridges is by permission only. Photograph by the author 2002.

Jones County

Close up view of side supports on the Coon Hunters’ Bridge. Photograph by Evan Vudich 2003.

Old and rusted bolts still hold the Coon Hunters’ Bridge together. Photograph by Evan Vudich 2003.

Close up view of the steel plates that anchor the Coon Hunters’ Bridge to the ground. Photograph by Evan Vudich 2003.
The Corbett’s Mill Bridge

The Corbett’s Mill Bridge is located over the Maquoketa River 5.0 miles northeast of Scotch Grove, Jones County, Iowa. It is situated in Section 5 of Scotch Grove Township, T85N, R2W. Corbett’s Mill Bridge, also known as Eby’s Mill Bridge, is a 128 foot long, single span bridge that was manufactured in 1871 by Miller, Jamison and Co., known as the Miller Iron Bridge Company.

The bridge was still in place at the mill site in 1958 when the Jones County Engineer designed a shorter route on County Road X73. This new road bypassed the previous loop that twisted around the mill pond and passed the mill and farmstead. The old roadway and bridge were vacated by the county. Ownership of the bridge site then passed on to the landowner.

By 2002, however, age and wear had caught up with the structure. The Corbett’s Mill Bridge had deteriorated to a point where the wooden floor planks had rotted away, making it almost impossible to walk across the bridge. Huge limestone blocks on one end of the abutments had torn lose after many severe floods and threatened to topple the entire structure into the Maquoketa River. The property owner then hired a construction company, Taylor Construction of New Vienna, Iowa, to refurbish the deck and stone pilings. The workers refitted the stone blocks back into place and put new timbers across the entire floor, restoring the bridge to usability again.

The old Corbett’s Mill Bridge is, today, visible several hundred meters upstream from the newer 1958 bridge. It cannot be accessed or visited without the landowner’s permission.
Close up of Corbett's Mill Bridge showing damage to the stone pier on the western end of the bridge prior to renovation. Photograph by the author 2001.

The Lower Road Bridge

The Lower Road Bridge is situated on private property over Buffalo Creek, adjacent to County Road E28, also known as the Lower Road, 0.6 miles northeast of Anamosa in Jones County, Iowa. It is located in section 4 of Fairview Township, T34N, R4W. The two spans of the 155-foot bridge—105 feet and 50 feet in length—were built in 1878 by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Coupled with the wooden approaches, the bridge is 160 feet long. The bridge originally spanned the Buffalo River along a road that linked Anamosa and Stone City. The road was vacated and abandoned in 1927, and a new road and bridge were built a half mile downstream on Buffalo Creek. This road bypassed the steep Fisher Hill, an abrupt and precipitous route leading from the 1878 structure, which connected the Buffalo roadway (the “Lower Road”) to the “Ridge Road” (current County Road E28) to Stone City.

Jones County continued to maintain the old bridge for several decades, until the 1970s. Following a public hearing in 1971, both Fisher Hill Road and the bridge were closed. The bridge reverted back to a private owner who possessed property on both sides of the bridge. The present owner of the bridge has had an extensive amount of work done on this historic structure and it is in an excellent state of preservation. The structure serves as a visual reminder of what was once a common form of bridge construction. Today the bridge can be visited only with permission of the owner.

Profile of the Lower Road Bridge, Jones County, built in 1878. Note the smaller span at the southern end of the bridge, which may have been built to correct a survey error. Photograph by the author 2002. (FHWA#: none)

Approach to the Lower Road Bridge. The smaller span is in the forefront of this photograph. Photograph by the author 2002.
The Scotch Grove Coon Hunters' Bridge

As this book was going to print, it was brought to my attention that there is a 20th bowstring arch bridge still standing in the state. This bridge is currently located at the Scotch Grove Coon Hunters' facility along Eby's Mill Road, in T85N, R2W, Section 2 of Scotch Grove Township, in Jones County.

The bridge was built in 1876 by the King Iron Bridge and Manufacturing Company at a cost of $594. The bridge, which spans 54 feet, originally crossed Kitty Creek just outside of Monticello. In 1929, this bridge was moved to another location across Kitty Creek. Then, in 1987, the bridge was removed and sold to Jerry Walter for $1400, who donated it to the Scotch Grove Coon Hunters. In 1997, the bridge was erected across a gulley in the middle of a golf course, where it stands today.\(^{86}\)
Afterword

Have we seen the last of the bowstring bridges? Not if recent innovations are any indication. At the beginning of the year 2002, the Cedar Rapids Gazette carried a picture of a new footbridge being placed across the Yellow River at Effigy Mounds National Monument near Marquette, Iowa. The new bowstring was a 160-foot long span, produced by Bridge America Inc. of Alexandria, Minnesota. Bridge America President, Bruce Leland, said: "The bowstring is an old fashioned design that is enjoying a resurgence of popularity, especially for light loads because it is both efficient and aesthetically pleasing." 87 The very same benefit of the design was, of course, noted almost 150 years earlier by Thomas Moseley and Zenas King, among others.

In the 1879 History of Jones County, there is a page that carries a small heading simply titled: "Bridges." 88 It provides a listing of the location of the many major river crossings. What the writer was trying to convey, however, goes beyond the mere enumeration of the places where a stream was forded. It also expresses the fact that the bridges helped to unite all of the areas and residents within their bounds, not just those who resided in a few convenient locations.

When the future history of the county is written, those same crossings may again be mentioned, although it will be the carrying capacity and strength of the concrete bridges that is emphasized, and most certainly not their elegance or attractive design. But by setting aside and preserving a few of the last remaining old bridges, it also will convey the fact that the people of the county were willing to invest the time and resources, and go to the great lengths and costs associated with conserving and maintaining these graceful old structures, to guaranty that future generations would be allowed to experience a part of their past history.
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